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In this note we show that the recently discovered NP complete sets arising in number 
theory, the PTAPE complete sets arising in game theory, and EXTAPE complete sets 
arising from algebraic word problems are polynomial time isomorphic to the previously 
known complete sets in the corresponding classes. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The investigation of lower level computational complexity and of analysis of algorithms 
has been strongly influenced by the study of efficient reducibilities and the resulting 
discovery of complete problems in various complexity classes [2, 6,7]. The investigation 
of the complexity classes NP, PTAPE, and EXTAPE has shown that they are fundamental 
to a real understanding of complexity theory and that complete problems for these 
classes appear naturally in computer science, operations research, and also in many 
branches of mathematics such as number theory, game theory, and abstract algebra. 
In [5] polynomial time computable isomorphisms ( p-isomorphisms) were investigated, 
and necessary and sufficient conditions were discovered that guarantee that a given NP 
complete set is p-isomorphic to a standard NP complete set, say the conjunctive normal 
form satisfiability problem for Boolean functions. Using these methods it was shown 
that all the well-known NP complete problems are p-isomorphic [3, 51. This established 
that in spite of the different origins and attempted simplifications all the classical NP 
complete problems are essentially identical. Similar p-isomorphism results were obtained 
for the well-known PTAPE complete sets, again showing them to be essentially the same 
set [3, 51. 
Since then several other interesting problems have been shown to be complete for 
the classes NP, PTAPE, and EXTAPE; it has been shown that 
(a) NP complete problems arise naturally in number theory [9, 111, 
(b) a number of problems about winning strategies in game theory are PTAPE 
and EXTAPE complete [I, 121, 
(c) certain word problems in algebra (equivalently, certain problems concerning 
properties of Petri nets) are complete in EXTAPE [4]. 
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The purpose of this note is to prove that the new NP complete problems arising in 
number theory are p-isomorphic to the classical NP complete problems and to point 
out that the other complete problems are easily seen to be p-isomorphic to the previously 
known complete problems in their respective classes. 
2. ISOMORPHISMS OF NP COMPLETE SETS 
We recall that NP, PTAPE, and EXTAPE denote, respectively, the families of 
languages acceptable in nondeterministic polynomial time, in polynomial tape, and 
exponential tape. We say that A, A C Z*, is NP complete if and only if A is in NP and 
for every L in NP there exists a polynomial time computable functionf such that 
XEL if and only if f(x) E A. 
PTAPE complete and EXTAPE complete sets are defined similarly. 
Two sets A and B are polynomial time isomorphic (p-isomorphic) if there is a function f 
satisfying the following properties: 
(1) f is a bijection, 
(2) x E A iff f (x) E B, 
(3) both f and f -l can be computed in p-time. 
Let CNF-SAT designate the set of all satisfiable Boolean formulas in conjunctive 
normal form. It is known that CNF-SAT is an NP complete set [2]. From Theorems 7 
and 8 in [5] we can derive the following result. 
THEOREM NP. An NP complete set B is p-isomorphic to CNF-SAT if and only if there 
exist two p-time computable functions S, and DB such that 
(1) (~x,y)[S,(x,y)~B~~x~Bl, 
(2) (vx, YX%P& YN = ~1. 
Thus to determine whether an NP complete set B is p-isomorphic to the classic NP 
complete sets [2,7] such as CNF-SAT, we just have to check whether the set B admits 
the two p-time computable functions S, and D, . The function S, is a polynomial time 
padding function which encodes arbitrary strings y in x while preserving the membership 
in the set B, and the function DB must reverse this process by determining in polynomial 
time what string was encoded into x. 
We illustrate this with an interesting new NP complete set arising from quadratic 
Diophantine equations. In [9] it was shown that the set 
DIOPH = {ax2 + by - c 1 a, b, c are positive integers and there 
are positive integers x0, y0 such that u.zo2 + by, - c = 0} 
is NP complete (where ax2 + by - c is encoded in standard binary form). 
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COROLLARY. DIOPH is p-isomorphic to CNF-SAT. 
Proof. The original proof of this result [3] was considerably longer and less transparent 
than the following proof based on a suggestion by M. 0. Rabin. 
We observe that if F is a positive integer then 
ax2+by-c=O 
has a positive integer solution iff 
FaxsfFby-Fc =0 
does. Our padding function S will compute the appropriate F, 
S[(a, b, 44 = (Fz * a,F, . b,F, * 4, 
such that 
D[(F, . a, F, . b, F, . c)] = x. 
Let / x 1 denote the length of the binary representation of x, 
n = m=(l a I, I b I, I c I, I x I) + 1 
k 
z = c zi. 2i. 
i=O 
Let 
F, = 2”” + i xp*(i+l) + 1. 
i=O 
Clearly S is p-time computable and 
n4+1 <lF,aI =n4+l+[u/-1 ,<n4+n--I. 
But then in p-time we can compute n from F,u. Once n is known we can retrieve in p-time 
the integer a (by just inspecting the last n digits of F,a) and then read off z by counting 
up to multiples of n2 and detecting whether the corresponding zs is 0 or 1. 
Thus we see that we have two p-time computable functions D and S satisfying the 
desired conditions, as was to be shown. 1 
3. OTHER APPLICATIONS 
The other recently discovered complete problems for various families of languages 
can easily be shown to be p-isomorphic to the known complete problems for the corre- 
sponding families by utilizing the corresponding isomorphism theorems. For the sake 
of completeness we state the isomorphism theorem for PTAPE. 
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L,, = {R 1 R is regular expression over Z, (,), a, U, * and L(R) = zl*} 
is a PTAPE complete set [lo]. From Theorems 7 and 11 in [5] we get the following result. 
THEOREM PTAPE. A PTAPE complete set B is p-isomorphic to L,, ;f and only if there 
exist two p-time computable functions S, and Ds such that 
(1) 0% Y)[&(x, Y) E B ~$7 x E 4, 
(2) 0% Yuw%(X~ YN = YI. 
COROLLARY. The PTAPE complete sets given in [12] are p-isomorphic to L,, . 
Proof. By a straightforward construction of the desired S and D functions. 1 
The new complete problems for EXPTAPE [l, 43 are shown to be p-isomorphic 
to the previously known ones by using the corresponding isomorphism theorem for 
EXPTAPE complete sets. 
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